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 Correspondence.
 'A LITTLE BACH PROBLEM.'

 TO THE EDITOR OF 'THE MUSICAL TIMES.'

 SIR,-I am interested in the discussion between
 Mr. Newman and Mr. Ivor Atkins with regard to Bach's
 use of the hymn 'Heut triumphiret Gottes Sohn,' and an
 examination of various Lutheran hymn- and tune-books old
 and new which are accessible to me, seems to confirm
 Mr. Newman's view of its having been regarded by Bach as
 an Easter rather than as an Ascension hymn. It is as an
 Easter hymn that both words and tune first appear in
 B. Gese's ' Geistliche Deutsche Lieder,' i60o. Gese's
 five-voice setting is given in Schoberlein's 'Schatz des
 liturgischen Chorgesangs,' 1872. The Ascension hymn of
 Gregor Ritzsch beginning with the same words appeared in
 1620, and while manifestly based on the older Easter hymn,
 and meant to be sung to the same tune, did not meet with
 the same general acceptance for Church use. Of the older
 books of Bach's time, I have by me Crtiger's 'Praxis
 Pietatis Melica' in the edition of I702, C. F. Witt's
 ' Psalmodia Sacra,' 1715, the ' Sachsen-Weissenfelsisches
 Kirchenbuch' of I712, K6nig's 'Harmonischer Liederschatz,'
 1738, and the 'Freylinghausen Gesangbuch' of 1741, also
 Gottfried Arnold's 'Gebetbuch,' 1704, and in every one of
 these 'Heut triumphiret' appears only as an Easter and not
 as an Ascension hymn. It is also interesting to note that in
 Witt's ' Psalmodia,' published at Gotha, the main Easter
 hymns are given in very much the same order as in Bach's
 Weimar autograph quoted by Mr. Newman. 'Heut
 triumphiret' comes between 'Erstanden ist der heilig
 Christ' and 'Erschienen ist der herrlich Tag.' Mr. Atkins
 mentions an Ascension hymn of Joh. Olearius also beginning
 'Heut triumphiret.' I am unable to find this, but since
 Olearius was for a considerable time General-Superintendent
 at Weissenfels, and died there in 1684, it is all the more
 remarkable that the Saxe-Weissenfels book only contains
 the Easter ' Heut triumphiret' and not the Ascension,
 though it has several other hymns and a 'Passions-Erklarung'
 by Olearius. All the eight modern books to which I can
 refer, including Eickhoff's ' Haus-Choralbuch,' 1896,
 Liliencron, 'Chorordnung,' 900oo, and a 'Geistlicher
 Melodien-Schatz,' 1907, have only the Easter 'Heut
 triumphiret.' The Ascension hymn of Ritzsch I only find in
 a purely literary work of Albert Fischer, ' Das Kirchenlied
 des i7ten Jahrhunderts,' 1904.

 Mr. Newman mentions among the titles of preludes left
 uncomposed in Bach's manuscript, 'Komm, heiliger Geist,
 erftill' die Herzen,' and adds that he does not iknow what
 hymn this is. It is not, properly speaking, a hymn at all,
 but a prose translation of an old Latin Antiphon for Whit-
 Sunday, of which there is also the metrical version, ' Komm,
 heiliger Geist, Herre Gott,' with two additional stanzas by
 Luther. Both the prose and the metrical version were in
 use in Lutheran churches: the prose version as adapted to the
 old Plainsong of the original Latin; the metrical version
 with another tune which first appears in 'Walther's
 Gesangbuch,' I524. It would appear from what Mr.
 Newman quotes that Bach intended to compose Preludes
 on both the Plainsong and the newer tune. Even in so
 pietistic a book as 'Freylinghausen's Gesangbuch' one finds
 both the prose version with its adapted Plainsong and the
 metrical version with the new tune. Both are also

 contained in the Saxe-Weissenfels book of I712. The Latin
 text with its Plainsong is given as the Lutheran Antiphon
 for Whitsun Eve in L. Lossius's ' Psalmodia,' 1595. Along
 with the use of Latin in the service, Lutheran churches
 retained for some time more of the tradition of Plainsong
 than we did. Although this Antiphon no longer appears in
 the usual Roman books, Baumker ('Das Katholische
 Kirchenlied ') mentions that it is still sung in several dioceses
 of Roman Catholic Germany before the High Mass on
 Whit-Sunday.

 The interest one has felt in the old Lutheran hymns and
 music makes one regret all the more keenly that modern
 Germany should have so completely turned its back upon its
 musical-religious past. The spirit of modern Germany is
 certainly not that of Paul Gerhardt and Sebastian Bach, any
 more than it is that of Beethoven or Goethe and Schiller.

 Smallburgh. T. R. MILNE.
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 'THE MELODIC POVERTY OF MODERN MUSIC.'
 TO THE EDITOR OF 'THE MUSICAL TIMES.'

 SIR,-Mr. Scott is evidently one of those people to whom
 a melody is-well-not a melody if it is other than strictly
 diatonic. He speaks a great deal about melodies, tunes, and
 themes without defining clearly what he means by any of
 them. The term melody he apparently restricts in a manner
 not in the least warranted. How, one would like to know,
 would Mr. Scott classify the following Indian fragment:

 ibo r-_ 4j t ~~~~~~~1~_jiIA
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 This typical specimen of our vocal melody certainly does not
 fit in with Mr. Scott's 'tunes which everybody can get
 hold of,' nor has it the smallest feature in common with
 anything to be found in Bach, Mozart, Beethoven,
 Schumann, Schubert, Chopin, &c. It is therefore not a
 melody according to Mr. Scott !

 What you and your readers will observe in the quotation
 above is its very striking affinity with many a theme
 from ultra-modern Occidental music-a fact of the very
 highest significance.

 Mr. Scott, I think, ventures too far in saying that melody
 -his idea of melody presumably-and thematic interest
 ' should be one of their [modern composers', that is] most
 invaluable resources.' To speak of the 'all-powerful' effect
 of ' definite melody' is presumptuous, to say the least. May
 I ask Mr. Scott to consider for a moment that stupendous
 masterpiece of modern music, Ravel's song ' Le Martin-
 Pecheur'-a thing impossible outside modern music or
 Ravel. Will he dare to suggest that the composer would
 have made a greater work of art of this gem had he made
 use of 'definite melody ' ?

 What conceivable 'definitely melodic' phrase could
 approach that perfectly magical chord-motive preceding the
 words 'Je ne respirais plus . . .'

 There is no possible place for Mr. Scott's 'definite
 melody' in modern music-a thing which, with his
 apparent knowledge, he ought to know and recognise.
 Melody as understood in a wide and not unwarrantedly
 restricted sense there is in abundance of rarest and richest
 beauty, as moving and eloquent, I dare to think, as anything
 to be found in the 'old masters,' together with-especially
 in the case of the modern French masters-an absence of
 exaggerated emphasis and redundance of which the former
 are anything but guiltless.-Yours truly,

 175, Clarence Gate Gardens, N.W. D. K. SORABJI.

 Mr. H. A. Scott, to whom the foregoing has been
 submitted, writes: 'It would require another article to
 reply in detail to Mr. Sorabji's interesting letter, and for the
 present I must content myself with pointing out that in
 criticising my article he appears to have overlooked the
 following paragraph:

 I am not suggesting that they [modern composers]
 should not write music of what may be called the non-
 thematic type when they are moved to do so. On the
 contrary, music of this type has always existed, as I
 have pointed out already. ... But in no previous age
 has it been favoured exclusively. Even granting that
 the current examples in this style are all that their
 warmest champions can say, why need such an over-
 whelming proportion of modern music be cast in this
 particular mould ?

 From this Mr. Sorabji will perceive that I expressly guarded
 myself in advance against the particular line of criticism
 which he adopts. Whether he is right in his assertion that
 'there is no possible place for " definite melody " in modern
 music,' I will not stay now to discuss; but if he is, I am
 disposed to reply in the terms of the historic advocate,
 ' That is my case, m'Lud.'

 (Continued on page 337.)
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